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LIKE IN THE PREVIOUS 
VERSION, THE TOOLKIT’S 

CONTENT IS ONLY 
ACCESSIBLE TO 

AUTHENTICATED USERS. 

1 – LOG IN THE NEW TOOLKIT

LOCATE THE FOLLOWING BUTTON IN THE HEADER

It will bring you to a login page, which will later
this year allow you to login both the Toolkit and 
the Trademark Portal using the same login.

For now, it only gives access to the Toolkit, the 
only update is the self-modification for 
passwords, when a user forgot his password.

WHAT IS THE TOOLKIT’S URL?

The same as before: 
https://marketingtoolkit.fsc.org

https://marketingtoolkit.fsc.org/


2 – HOW TO FIND YOUR CREDENTIALS

THE CREDENTIALS OF THE 
NEW TOOLKIT ARE THE 

SAME AS YOUR 
TRADEMARK PORTAL 

ONES.

CHANGING YOUR 
CREDENTIALS WILL APPLY 

FOR BOTH PLATFORMS

IF YOU DON’T REMEMBER WHICH EMAIL YOU GAVE TO FSC 

Get in touch with your Certification Body, having in hand your
license number. This nuber must look like the following: 
FSC – C XXXXXX or FSC – N XXXXXX. 

THE TOOLKIT’S CREDENTIALS ARE THE SAME AS THE ONES 
FOR TRADEMARK PORTAL

Both platforms use the same user database. Your identification 
mail address is the email you specified when singning up to 
the trademark portal. 

IF YOU ONLY FORGOT YOUR PASSWORD

Simply use the « Forgot password? » button under the login form
to renew your password yourself. It will be sent to your email 
address. 



ALL FSC STAFF CAN 
HAVE ACCESS TO 
THE TOOLKIT. THE 
CREDENTIALS OF 
THE NEW TOOLKIT 
ARE THE SAME AS 
YOUR TRADEMARK 
PORTAL ONES.

2 – ON FIRST LOGIN, TERMS AND CONDITIONS

FILL OUT THE INFORMATION OF THE FORM AND TICK 
THE BOX

This way we will know that you accepted the terms and 
conditions of the Toolkit, and you won’t have to see this form
again, when you log in. The only moment when you will have to 
fill these informations again is when a change in the terms and 
conditions has been done, and here again, you will have to fill
it only once. 

You can contact us at marketing@fsc.org at any time if you
want to change the information you provided through this form.

mailto:marketing@fsc.org


OR THE MAIN SQUARES

These square menus can be hovered with the mouse, to unveil
a brief description of the content to find inside the related page 
or category. Then click on the titles or text to access the page 
behind.

OFFLINE & ONLINE
FORMATS’ PAGES 
CONTAIN ALL THE 
DOWNLOADS OF 

PREVIOUS TOOLKIT, NOW 
SORTED BY FORMAT. 

THEN CLICK ON THE 
MAGNIFYING GLASS ICON 

TO SELECT ONLY THE 
ASSETS IN YOUR 

LANGUAGE.

3 – NAVIGATE THE TOOLKIT AND SEE WHAT’S INSIDE

EITHER USING THE MAIN MENU

All pages are accessible through the burger menu, located
right next to the header’s Forests For All Forever logo.
You can expand parent menu items to see their children pages 
menu items clicking on the « + » buttons. 

EXPLORE THE DOWNLOADS AND CONSUMER INSIGHTS SECTIONS

Where the rest of the Toolkit’s content is quite similar to the 
former Toolkit, the downloads and consumer insights sections 
have changed a lot. We generally advise to explore these two
sections first, particularly the downloads and its collections, 
which can be assessed from the main menu. 

https://marketingtoolkit.fsc.org/downloads/offline-formats
https://marketingtoolkit.fsc.org/downloads/online-formats


WE CREATED STANDARD 
COLLECTIONS, SORTING 
ASSETS PER FORMAT. 

WE WILL OFTEN UPDATE 
THE TOOLKIT TO INCLUDE 
SPECIFIC NEW 
COLLECTIONS, TO REFLECT 
THE LATEST CONTENT FSC 
OFFICES MADE AVAILABLE 
ON THE TOOLKIT. 

4 – NEW FEATURES

DOWNLOADS COLLECTIONS
Based on what users of the former Toolkit told us, we created several
collections of assets you can filter per language. Open the main menu (3 bars 
icon right next to the header’s Forests For All Forever logo), and open the 
« Downloads » section, either clicking on the menu item directly, which will
bring you to the main library, or expanding sub-menu items using the « + » 
buttons on the right hand side of the menu items.

NEWSFEED
Located in the header, next to the search button, the newsfeed will
show you the latest content uploaded by all FSC Offices. You can then
click on the links you see in the panel to head to the content piece, 
either it is a page or a download. The button looks like this:

Try first the language filter on its own, to see all assets available in your
language of preference. Then combine the various filters available to 
narrow your search to what is interesting for you. Depending on the 
page you are, the search engine will adapt.

SEARCH



5 – NEW TOOLKIT’S SCOPE OF APPLICATION

VEHICLE FOR
BRAND 
STRATEGY

TOOL FOR 
BRAND 

EXECUTION

Hosting of Guidelines and 
stronger page building 
system to display content in 
a more efficient way. 

Flexibility in content creation 
for education around brand 
vision and usage

Share the FSC strategy in a 
dynamic and secured 
environment, letting FSC 
National Offices make the 
global branding framework 
being more accurate.

To share the intelligence and 
actionable insights from FSC 
Market Research Framework 
and reporting activities we 
do

To better understand our 
user needs from a promotion 
perspective, through a better 
analytics setup

Flexibility for all FSC offices in 
terms of content creation for 

storytelling

To communicate more efficiently 
with License Holders, when FSC 

has market insights to share or 
new creative assets or new 

marketing strategy

To host creative assets from FSC 
Offices all over the world

To provide guidance for impact 
communication, through tested 

messaging

To develop, host and share 
campaigns details, as well as 

the context and strategy it 
derives from



6 – UPDATES PLANNED FOR 2018

END AUGUST: CAMPAIGN 
SHARING PLATFORM ON 
TOOLKIT

The Toolkit’s homepage will host the 
content of the current FSC Campaigns
platform

We will provide all FSC Offices tools to 
share links to articles and press releases 
about their latest marketing 
achievements/campaigns and case 
studies.

This way you can find inspiration and 
keep abreast of our latest campaigns.

END OF THE YEAR: USABILITY TEST 
RESULTS ANALYZED AND UPDATES 
CHOSEN ACCORDINGLY 

As we did for this first update, we will ask
the toolkit users what they want to see
improved and we will develop the platform
accordingly. 

It is a constant improvement process that
echoes the efforts FSC is making to 
become more customer centric.

We will launch a survey directly on the 
toolkit in september and we will deliver a 
set of updates based on its results end of 
december, choosing the ones requested
the most by you all.

https://www.marketingtoolkitfsc.org/campaign-sharing-platform/

